
Cryptocurrency Exchanges
‘Tis the Season to Be Wealthy
Here’s a list of cryptocurrency Exchanges with affiliate sign up links where you and I will 
both receive free crypto, either when you sign up or when you make your first transaction. 

Coinbase.com — https://www.coinbase.com/join/white%20_mbg

Coinbase.com is the gateway Exchange that is the easiest for beginners. It’s still my 
favorite Exchange app for buying and selling crypto because it’s so user-friendly and easy. 
It is also NOT a decentralized app, so there’s an administrative team to help you if you run 
into trouble of any kind. In the decentralized world of crypto, that’s not the case. Coinbase 
has their main Exchange and they also have a browser addition for some crypto and NFT 
transactions, as well as a separate COINBASE WALLET that you can use to store or buy 
smaller crypto projects. Find the affiliate link here. It’s good to sign up on Coinbase right 
away because they take three days to do an identity check before activating your account. 

Crypto.com — https://platinum.crypto.com/r/qe7ymyu6ak

Crypto.com has become infamous and is fast becoming a major Exchange platform. They 
have the largest publicity outreach campaign of all the Exchanges and have just purchased 
the Los Angeles Sports Arena. Since the Exchange is relatively new still, its COIN, 
“CRYPTO.COM COIN” is one of the fastest growing Exchange coins. There are benefits to 
owning the Exchange’s coin. The link to sign up on Crypto.com is here. 

Discord server for the crypto course — https://discord.gg/F7BJZg8S

look for crypto course thread

Security — https://apps.apple.com/us/app/google-authenticator/id388497605

Google Authenticator is an app that you download to your smart phone. It gives you 
automatically-generated changing codes for each exchange you sign up for. It gives you 
extra security through its special two-factor authentication. You have to connect each 
exchange to the google authenticator app.
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